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Abstract
Energetic particle distributions during ICRF and NBI heating are studied numerically including

complex motions of energetic particles in LHD. Linearized drift kinetic equation in a three dimensional

magnetic field is solved based on the Monte Carlo techniques and the steady state solutions are obtained.

Characteristics of the energetic particle distributions for ICRF and NBI heating are clarified in the LHD

plasma.
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1. lntroduction
Plasma heating generally produces energetic

particles at first (e.g. beam injection, RF wave

acceleration) and, then, the energy of these particle

transfer to the bulk plasma through particle collisions. In

this process the behaviour of energetic particles plays

important roles. The radial diffusion of energetic

particles enhances the broadening of heating profiles

and the orbit loss of energetic particles reduces the

heating efficiency. Additionally, the energetic particles

by plasma heating could cause the anisotropic pressure

profile and inhomogeneous pressure profile on magnetic

surfaces due to trapped particle effect, and these would

affect on the confinement of the bulk plasma. Thus the

analysis of energetic particle distribution is necessary

for understanding of the plasma heating and energetic

particle effects on the bulk plasma.

The studies of energetic particle distributions in

tokamaks have been done by many authors, where the

radial transport of energetic particles was ignored or

treated by relatively simple orbit models. However, in

non-axisymmetric configurations, trapped particle

motions are complicated due to the throe dimensional

(3D) magnetic configuration and the orbit effect on the

energetic particle distribution would be relatively large

compared with that of tokamaks. Thus a different

approach including complicated motions is necessary for

studying the energetic particle distribution in non-

axisymmetric configurations.

In this paper we study the energetic particle

distribution for ICRF and NBI heating in the LHD
plasma including complex motions of energetic

particles. The linearized drift kinetic equations for
energetic particles are solved in 5D phase space based

on the Monte Carlo techniques.

2. Energetic lon Distribution by ICRF

Heating
High power ICRF heating is considered in LHD

with the heating power more than 10MW and the

frequency range from 25 to 95MHz. ICRF heating

produces highly energetic trapped particles and these

motions are very complicated in heliotrons. Therefore

the confinement of energetic ions is an important issue

for the ICRF heating in heliotrons. In previous papers
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[-3] we have shown the significant effect of energetic
ion orbit loss on the heating efficiency. Thus the finite
orbit effect would also be important in considering the
energetic ion distribution in ICRF heating of LHD.

Here, we study the effect of complex drift motion
on the energetic ion distribution by ICRF minority
heating in the LHD plasma. We consider the linearized
drift kinetic equation for minority ion distribution,fi,, as

LHD [2"0 = l.0keV, 4o = 1.0keV, no = 1.0 x 1020m-3].

We can see that the euqi-contours of the velocity
distribution function are elongated to the ur direction
because of the perpendicular heating by ICRF heating.
Also we find that the different shape of distributions at
the central and outer regions. In the central region, the
distribution is simply elongated Maxwellian
distributions, however, the distribution in the ourer
region has a square shape. The helical ripple increases in
the outer region and the helically trapped particle near
the resonant region generates like this square shape
distribution. Further in the edge regions the shape
becomes inverted triangles due to the loss cone loss of
energetic ions.

We, next, study the minority ion distribution in the
real space. Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional view of
effective pressure for minority ions, P., 1= | E^rf^, du;
E 1 is the total kinetic energy of a minority ion), at the
toroidal angle where the magnetic surface is horizontally
elongated. We can see the two peaks of P-; at the
central region (right hand side) and the ourer region (left
hand side). In this simulation the resonant magnetic field
with an ICRF wave set to near the magnetic axis.
Therefore the energetic ions are mainly generated near
the axis and this explains the peak at the central region.
On the other hand, the outer peak region corresponds to
the minimum magnetic field point of helical ripple with
resonant magnetic field strength. Since ICRF heated

energetic ions move along the helical ripples keeping
their magnetic field strength at the banana center, so it is
considered that the outer peak is generated by the
energetic trapped particles from the center region.

Consequently, it is found that the inhomogeneous
pressure profile of the minority ions occurs on th flux
surface in the ICRF heated LHD plasma. This non-
uniform distribution could enhance other effects on bulk
plasma and these are our future problems.

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of effective pressure for
minority ions at the toroidal angle where
magnetic surfaces are horizontally elongated.

! * ,,.vy-, - c(f *)- l".ou (/'")

- ^ip,"r = O,"*o (,f.), (l)
where C(fi) is the linear Coulomb Collision Operator
[4], and Orcnp, Sp,"r and 1o,61, are the ICRF heating term,
particle source term and particle loss term by orbit loss,
respectively. The time development of Eq. (l) is solved
until the distribution becomes mostly steady state using
the Monte Carlo simulation code [1,3]. In this
simulation we assume that the particle source profile is
same as that of bulk plasma density profile, S = So{ I -
(r/a)2\, and that the orbit loss boundary set to the
outermost flux surface. The complex magnetic field
configuration is also included using the Boozer
coordinates based on 3D MHD equilibrium, where the
equilibrium magnetic field is expressed by 33 poloidal
and toroidal modes with 60 radial grid points.

Figure I shows the distribution of minority ions in
the (r, q1, Da) space in the standard configuration of the

Fig. 1 Energetic ion distribution in the lr, ut, ur) space
during the ICRF minority heating of LHD plasma.
Pf asma parameters are T* = 1keV, T,o = 1keV, no =
1.0 x lGom{.
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3. Energetic lon Distribution by NBI Heating
NBI heating system with tangential beam injection

(Pr.rsr = 15MW and Eb =l80keV) is considered in the

LHD. Complex orbit effects due to trapped particle

motions can be avoided for injected beam ions.

However, the pitch angle scattering by collisions

generates trapped energetic ions, which would affect the

distribution of beam ions in LHD'
Using the same technique as that in Ref. 5' we

evaluate the steady state distribution of NBI beam ions

solving the linearized drift kinetic equation as

uo' V/'"u.- c (/*".) - Lo,bit (/*".) = s*r, . (2\

where C(/6"u.) is the linear Coulomb Collision
Operator. 1o.611 is the particle loss term by orbit loss and

the outermost flux surface is assumed as the orbit loss

boundary in the simulation. And Sy61 is the beam

particle source term evaluated by the NBI deposition

code [6]. The same magnetic field model for the LHD

configuration is used as that of ICRF heating case.

Figure 3 shows the obtained distribution of NBI

beam ions in the (r, Drr, DL) space in the standard

configuration of LHD. We assume the characteristic

plasma parameters obtained experimentally [7] as T"o =
0.8keV, 4o = 0.SkeV, no = 0.4 t 1920--3, and the beam

ion energy to be l00keV. The highly energetic beam

ions (q, - 15 un) are injected at the high u7 region.

Then, these energetic beam ions are slowed down to

lower velocity. The pitch angle scattering starts when

Fig.3 Beam ion distribution in the (r, ur, r.r,) space
during NBI heating of LHD plasma. The plasma
parameters are 40= 0.8keV. Tio = 0.8keV, n"o= 0.4
X 1020m-3,

the beam ions reach to the critical velocity o"(- 4qr'").

We can see the slowing down distributions of beam ions

due to the collisions with bulk plasma in the center

region. The loss cone structure can be seen only near the

edge region.

From obtained beam distribution we can evaluate

the power deposition profile of NBI heating. In order to

make clear the effect of trapped beam ions due to pitch

angle scattering we compare the obtained deposition

profile with the NBI data base results, in which the orbit

effect due to pitch angle scattering is excluded. Figure 4

shows a comparison of NBI heating profiles with and

without the trapped orbit effect. We can see a relatively

good agreement between two deposition profiles' As a

result we can conclude that the orbit effect is still small

for the present plasma parameters.

4. Conclusions
We have studied the energetic particle distributions

during ICRF and NBI heating in the LHD plasma

including the effect of complex particle motions. The

elongation of velocity distribution to the ur direction

can be seen due to the ICRF heating and the loss cone

structure in the distribution is observed near the edge

region. The spatial distribution of energetic ions shows

the two peaks of the effective pressure profile. This is

because ICRF heated energetic ions move along the

helical ripple. The loss cone structure has also found in

the distribution of NBI beam particles near the edge

region. The orbit effect during slow-down was found to
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Fig. 4 Comparison of power deposition profiles with and
without orbit effect during slow-down process'
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be small for the present plasma parameters.
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